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Martin Shackelford wrote:> Vince:>> There are some good suggestions here, though I don't know how> much 

more investigation the ARRB is going to be doing with less than six> months of its life left and a final report to 

put together.> The Secret Service newsletter, at least anything related to the> JFK case, should be made 

available.> We knew at the time (ASK 91) that the convention next door was> Secret Service. It was a cause of 

much comment during the conference.> Manchester's access to the Warren Commission (at the request of> 

the Kennedy family--at that time, he was considered "their" writer on> the subject) was noted at the time.> 

There's a reference that sounds like you believe Robert Knudsen> was in Dallas. He worked with Stoughton at 

the White House, but was in> D.C. at the time of the assassination.No, you are mistaken---I knew that Knudsen 

was in Washington; no problem.:-)> Are you really under the impression that disbelief in Z film> alteration is 

"mainly a psychological" issue? The "evidence," when> examined closely, is like ice on a hot stove.You are 

entitled to your opinion.> It sounds like you're saying that none of the agents you> interviewed, except 

Abraham Bolden, believe there was a> conspiracy--which seems odd, if your theory is accurate.No, absolutely 

not---Sam Kinney, John Norris, Maurice Martineau, and DNCadvanceman Marty Underwood adamantly 

believe there was a conpiracy; in fact,they KNEW there was one! :-)> I thought Jerrol Custer had confirmed 

several years ago that> his friend Pitzer was filming at the autopsy, showed him the resulting> 16mm film, and 

that Custer didn't believe Pitzer's death was a suicide.> Is there supposed to be something new in this "News 

Flash"?>You are confusing Dennis David---who, up to now, was the ONLY one whosupported the Pitzer info. 

re: attendance at autopsy/ film---with the recentrevelations of Custer. Actually, noone had bothered ASKING 

him this (andmany other questions) before! :-)> Martin
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